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Assessment for Learning Source Sheets (instructional/procedural texts): for teachers creating success criteria, self assessment sheets, Records of Achievement sheets and target setting.

Adapted from the National Literacy Strategy, the Renewed Literacy Framework and related documents.


Purpose of instructional/procedural texts

I know that instructions and procedures give a step-by-step guide to something. 
They are written to help the reader make something or do something, so that it can be completed correctly.

I know that instructions, rules and procedural texts can be presented in different ways (including as pictures and diagrams) and can be combined with other text types – that is, there may be elements of explanation in an instruction text or elements an instruction text may form part of an argument, discussion, explanation or report.



Typical text structure of instruction texts

Text Structure - my success criteria
1
2
3
4










I create a good title. (This usually says what will be made or done and often begins ‘How to…’)




At the beginning:
	I try to include a short introduction (giving more detail about what is to be done/made or saying why it is good to make/do this).
	If necessary, I say when the instructions are needed (e.g. when your computer freezes).
	I list the materials and/or equipment needed (I may use bullet points.) I may include knowledge/experience needed.





My instructions:
	are written in the correct order
	with numbers and/or bullet points to help show the sequence
	include helpful diagrams or illustrations where possible (to show a step and/or the final outcome).
	include any advice, safety tips or points of explanation I can think of.





To end:
	I try to include a concluding remark to, for example:
	encourage the reader to try to make/do this 
	and/or say how useful or how much fun this is 
	and/or say what could be made/done after this.







Typical language features of instruction texts

Language features - my success criteria
1
2
3
4










The verbs I use:
	are imperative verbs (e.g. cut the paper) or written in the second person (e.g. you cut the paper)
	are in the present tense





The connectives I use:
	include connectives to show the sequence (e.g. first, after that)
	and may include connectives like because to give reasons or explanation

(I decide whether to use a sequence connective at the beginning of each instruction - if so, I do this consistently.)




In the text:
	I use short sentences so the reader does not get muddled
	I try to be clear and accurate so the reader will understand (rather than aim to entertain or create an effect)

I use adverbs and adjectives to make my instructions precise and give emphasis (e.g. be particularly careful - not to give complicated description)
	I use technical language for precision (if this is appropriate for my readers)
I think about where it may be good to ask the reader a question or make a personal comment to draw the reader in




When I have finished writing my instructions, I read them through carefully to make sure that
	I have said what I wanted to

I have put the information across clearly
and that
	I have used the best vocabulary

My punctuation is accurate
My spelling is accurate
	I have included everything that is needed in the materials/equipment list
	Someone who knew nothing about this could follow the instructions successfully









Planning an instruction text

Planning instruction writing - my success criteria
1
2
3
4










I make notes about (a) everything that has to be done and (b) everything someone would needed to complete the task.




I think carefully about the best order to list my instructions.




I read through my draft instructions to check that I have noted down any experience/knowledge that is needed as well as all the equipment and materials someone would need to complete the task successfully.




Thinking about my audience:
	I decide whether to use imperative verbs or, to seem more friendly (and for younger readers) to use the second person
	I decide how much technical vocabulary to use





Planning the organisation of my writing:
	I decide the best way to introduce my instructions.
	I decide whether it would be good to use sub‑headings
	I decide whether to number my instructions and whether to use sequence connectives to begin each instruction statement.
	I decide how to conclude my writing.








Year group statements

FS
I can listen to and follow single instructions, and then listen to and follow a series of two and three instructions.




I can tell someone instructions when playing.




I can read and follow simple classroom instructions on labels which have helpful pictures or symbols.




I try to write instructions on labels myself (in role play area, for example).






Y1
I can listen to and follow a really detailed instruction and a long series of instructions.




I can think out and say a clear instruction.




I often read and follow written instructions in the classroom. 




I can read and follow short series of instructions with my friends.




With others in my class, I can help work out a set of instructions for my teacher to write down.




I can write two instructions by myself.







Y2
I can listen to and follow a series of more complicated instructions.




I can give clear spoken instructions to members of a group.




I can read and follow simple sets of instructions such as recipes, plans, constructions which include diagrams. I can study some different instruction texts and note their purpose, their structure and their language features: 
	statement of purpose, list of materials/ingredients, sequence of steps
	direct/imperative language

adjectives and adverbs only used for giving essential information
	emotive/value-laden language not generally used




I can work with my teacher and other children to help make up a set of instructions with diagrams. I can write simple instructions by myself.






Y3
I can read and follow instructions.




I can give clear spoken instructions to children in a group.




I can read and compare examples of instruction texts, deciding whether they work well. I can study more complicated instructions and point out features the author has used to make them easier to follow, e.g. lists, numbered, bulleted points, diagrams with arrows, keys.




I can find out about a particular area ( e.g. playground games) and work out a set of oral instructions with a small group of other children. I can give instructions to others and listen to and follow theirs. I can talk about how good a set of instructions is.  




I can make up clear written instructions using the right style for the reader and devices to help them follow the instructions.








Y4/5
In group work, I can give clear spoken instructions to successfully complete a task. I can follow more complicated spoken instructions.




I can evaluate sets of instructions (including attempting to follow some of them) for purpose, organisation and layout, also thinking about how clear and useful they are.




I can identify sets of instructions which are for more complex procedures , or are combined with other text types (e.g. some recipes). I can compare these in terms of audience/purpose and form (structure and language features). 




Write a set of instructions (using appropriate form and features) and test them out on other people, revise and try them out again.






Y6
I can choose the most suitable form of writing and style to suit a specific purpose and audience, using my knowledge of different non-fiction text types. 




I can use the language conventions and grammatical features of the different types of text as appropriate.






